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Twitter For Clients

Account Creation and Activation

Visit Twitter and create a new account. Match your profile name as closely 
to your business name as possible. Complete every aspect of your profile 
first thing. Some people read profiles on Twitter and will travel to your site 
via profile links. Insert photos and graphics if necessary to tailor your page 
to your business color scheme. Use the provided Twitter templates rather 
than leaving the background blank.

1. Create an account 
2. Fill out all profile details now, not later
3. Tweet your first message, possible notice that you have arrived on 

Twitter (read below for details on how to write good tweets)
4. Conduct searches for terms relevant to your business and save 

those searches
5. Message your newsletter/email and other social media connec-

tions to follow you on Twitter and build your audience.

(Note: these searches will help us find like-minded people to follow or @
mention, additional related search terms and conversation streams where 
we can reach people who don’t follow us. We will use these frequently.)

With these steps complete, you have created a basic Twitter account, sent 
your first message and encouraged existing fans to follow you.

Building a Following 

Building a following is like filling a room with people who want to hear 
what you say. We can wait for the room to fill up on it’s own but if we invite 
people inside it will fill up faster.

1.) Conduct searches for relevant terms or conduct new searches: 

Take the time to compile a list of words that relate to the topics you speak 
about. Products, keywords and so on. Take that list of words and do a 
search in Twitter for each one. This is basically the keyword research for 
your Twitter account. All of the searches that yield adequate results should 
be saved for later use in multiple ways. These searches are as important to 
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a Twitter account as good keyword research is to a new website. Now you 
have saved access to topic streams that are relevant to your info.

Recommendation is… 3 new searches per week. Revisit all existing 
searches once monthly.

2.) Follow, @mention & reply to Industry Leaders: 

Revisit your Twitter searches and look for people to follow. People speaking 
in these streams are either looking for or distributing related info. Follow 
all the appropriate people and businesses, don’t follow just anyone. By 
the end of your search lists you should have a decent starting list of fo-
llowed accounts that all speak around your topics. If someone looks at your 
streams they will see only relevant information. 

Recommendation is… 10 follows per day

3.) Answer Questions: 

Add follow and like tabs to your website for one click social media interac-
tion: While your doing searches take the time to get involved. As you follow 
people you will notice tweets that ask questions. If you have the knowled-
ge, or even know who to direct that person to, let them know. Helping 
someone is the best way to collect a follow back.

Recommendation is… Scan for questions every time you do a new 
search or revisit an old one.

4.) Manage your Follows and Followers: 

Follow as many people as you can. On Average 10% of people you follow 
will follow you right back without thinking twice. Remember to manage 
your follows/followers frequently.

Once you have built a decent list of followers and follows, regularly revisit 
your groups and filter in and out people of value or those less than profes-
sional.

Recommendation is..... Revisit your lists once monthly and filter in and 
out appropriate people. Keep your lists clean. You can’t control who 
follows you but you can control who you follow.
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5.) Follow the Followers of the People you Follow: 

Take this literally. Once you have followed a respected Twitter account you 
can search their follows to find more industry related people. If a large cor-
poration is followed by thousands but they only follow a handful, you can 
bet those are also highly respected accounts.

Recommendation is..... Search the follow list of anyone with a high 
level of followers but low level of follows.

6.) Create Lists and Organize Your Follows: 

Building lists allows you to group people together. You can make lists rela-
ted to specific topics or even group businesses and people . Other people 
can follow your lists separately. 

Recommendation is..... Filter those who you don’t want to see on your 
main feed into lists. Possibly create lists for employees, competitors 
and so on. Can be used for some level of market research but not mar-
keting. See what the competition is Tweeting.

Maintaining That Following

It’s hard work to build up followers. It would be a shame to lose them. Twit-
ter users like to see activity. If you’re not regularly active on your feed there’s 
a good chance your followers will notice and jump ship for a more active 
feed. Make sure you maintain your account by observing the rules below.

1. Tweet at least once every day
2. Answer any and all questions your followers ask of you directly with 

an @mention
3. Start conversations your followers will take part in
4. Ask questions in your tweets
5. Promote other sites and products that relate to your site or product. 

Give people solutions, even if you aren’t it.

&... Get Involved in Conversations

•	 Revisit old searches or create new ones and duplicate the #hashtags 
and keywords in your message to show up in the same conversation 
stream (searches automatically update themselves with the most recent 
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relevant tweets and information
•	 Scan the conversations for people asking questions or people with pro-

blems and help them out.
•	 Refer people to places where they can get the info they need via links or 

other reference point.

Keep your following happy. Give them info and questions/links to interact 
with. If people are following you that means THEY WANT TO HEAR FROM 
YOU!

Twitter Practices

Building up a Twitter account and a strong group of followers takes time 
and dedication but with the requisite ammount of effort your audience will 
grow. Learning to communicate effectively with that audience is another 
thing entirely. Here’s some tried and tested methods for executing tasks on 
Twitter.

How to engage your audience

You don’t have to post a new tweet every time you sign in to keep your 
account active. Retweet old posts or posts you like from others making 
sure to @mention those you retweet. Respond to direct messages as quic-
kly as possible, sharing your knowledge with those who ask. And, if you’re 
still looking for more reach, simply search Twitter for conversations and 
questions that you can answer. Free help will earn you social endorsements 
faster than anything else.

How to develop a following

Developing a network of follows and followers doesn’t have to be painful. 
There are a lot of quick actions you can take to build your audience more 
quickly such as bulk following people, following people you find in specific 
searches, people who promote related products and by simply starting new 
conversation streams.

How to find keyword terms that work and saving the results

Trying to find relevant conversation streams can be simple if you know  
how to look. Run searches on terms related to your business or industry 
and add the # symbol on the front end. Once you click search you will 
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see everyone on Twitter who has been talking about that term. Connect, 
message or follow any of these people or jump into the stream and collect 
some new followers of your own. Any search that yields decent results 
should be saved for future use. Revisit those searches regularly and find 
different people jumping in nearly every day.

How to write compelling tweets

You only get 140 characters to write your tweet. Make it brief and to the 
point. Here’s a list of effective guidelines for writing tweets:

•	 ask questions
•	 provide good info
•	 lead to good info through links
•	 be funny
•	 be recent and relevant
•	 write about current popular topics in your industry (i.e. Google +)
•	 write did you know tweets (engage audience. Did you know ???)
•	 ask for opinions of larger entities

When to post Tweets for Optimal Times

Some times of day are better than others for tweeting. Your message sits 
on the newsfeed of your followers account until new messages push it off 
the list and into their history. Tweeting at the right time can ensure that the 
highest number of people will actually see what you wrote.

•	 weekends are the highest profile time of the week to Tweet (3pm Friday 
to 5pm Sunday)

•	 tweets at the top of the hour are read more often (people sign in and 
read)

•	 3pm is the best time of day to tweet. By numbers this is the highest 
volume.

Twitter Glossary

Twitter has started posting definitions of common Twitter terms on your 
profile page, beneath your picture. Note: If a term is classed as a “phone 
command”, it will only work from your phone. Your web tweets will go on 
functioning the same way. For anything that isn’t on this list, you can go to 
Twittonary.com, type your term in, and get a definition instantly.
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# sign

The hash sign is used to mark a word as a keyword, which denotes a “has-
htag”. More on hashtags further down the list.

@ reply

The @ sign is used to indicate that you are replying to a specific username. 
For example, if DickCheney tweets a question about font tags, you will reply 
with @reply DickCheney “nobody uses font tags anymore, try CSS” or some-
thing of the sort. Remember that when you use @reply it is visible to ever-
yone – for private communications use a direct message.

140 character limit

Twitter messages are meant to be short. Most people don’t even go up to 
the 140 character limit when posting a tweet. This is the reason for utilities 
like URL snippers, which we’ll get to.

Block

The act of blocking a particular user name from following your tweets. You 
block someone by clicking on their profile and choosing “Block” on the 
right sidebar.

d USERNAME

Updating Tweets from a Mobile Device: You can send tweets from any mo-
bile device using text messaging. Text “d YOURUSERNAME” and your tweet 
and send it to 40404, Twitter’s text message number.

Direct Messages

Direct Messages are sent from twitter by entering d RECIPIENTUSERNAME 
Text of Message.

DM

This stands for direct message, which is the Twitter equivalent to e-mail. 
You may only send direct messages to those following you. To do so, click 
on “Direct Message” on their profile and type out your message, again only 
up to 140 characters. Automatic direct messages can be set up to thank 
someone for following you using a free service such as TweetLater. Keep in 
mind that you cannot send Direct Messages to people that are not fo-
llowing you, even if you are following them. This is Twitter’s built-in spam 
protection.
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Drunktwittering

Drunk dialing on Twitter.

Dweet

Related to above, Tweet sent while drunk.

Failwhale

The whale logo that pops up when the Twitter service crashes.

FAV

You can favourite a tweet by typing FAV in all caps plus their username. This 
will automatically favourite the last tweet from that user.

Feed

Your posts on Twitter are commonly referred to as your “Twitter feed”, or 
“timeline”.

FOLLOW username

Phone command. This command sends the message that you want to fo-
llow a specific user on Twitter.

Followers

People who follow your updates. 

Friendapalooza

A round of friending on Twitter.

Geotwitter

Type it in to get the geolocation of the most recent tweets.

GET username

Retrieves the most recent tweet from that user.

INVITE phonenumber

This will send a Twitter invite to a mobile phone.

LEAVE username

Phone command. Sends the message that you wish to stop following a 
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certain user.

Locking Your Profile

You can “lock” your profile so that only friends can see your updates by 
scrolling down to the bottom of your “Settings” tab on the Twitter website 
and clicking the box beside “Protect My Updates”. This may deprive you of 
followers who would have otherwise followed you based on keywords in 
your posts and isn’t advised for general use. You would only want this if you 
wanted to use Twitter, but need to avoid public communication for a speci-
fic reason. Even celebrities have public profiles on Twitter.

Microblog

Twitter is a microblogging platform. A shorter and usually more immediate 
version of a blog.

mistweet

Similar to “mistell”, a term coined by gamers, a mistweet is a tweet that you 
will regret. You can delete your tweets on your profile page, but everyone 
on your follow list will still have seen it when it was posted.

NUDGE username

Reminds one of your friends to update.

off-Twitter

A variant of “offline”, usually used when someone wants to share something 
with someone privately.

OFF

Phone command. Turns all notifications to your phone off.

OFF username

Phone command. Turns all notifications to your phone from a certain user 
off.

ON

Phone command. Turns all notifications to your phone on.

ON username

Phone command. Turns all notifications to your phone from a certain user 
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on.

Public Timeline

The timeline of all public Tweets. Seen here.

ReporTwitters

Reporters publishing tweets in conjunction with their articles or broadcasts.

RT/Retweeting

This stands for retweeting, the process whereby you repost someone else’s 
Twitter post on your feed. The proper form for this is: RT #usernameyoua-
rerequotingfrom “text of the retweet”. You are specifying that it is a retweet 
and putting in the full username so others on your list can choose to follow 
them if they like it.

Hashtags

Hashtags, such as #BSG for “Battlestar Galactica”, denote groupings on 
Twitter for popular, commonly referenced items. You can follow updates on 
hashtags in real time at Hashtags.org They were developed as a means to 
create groupings on Twitter.
In order to have hashtags tracked, start following @hashtags on Twitter. 
It will follow you automatically and your use of hashtags will be tracked. 
Hashtags became popular during the San Diego fire, when Nate Ritter used 
the hashtag #sandiegofire to chronicle his updates of the event. Since then 
they have been used to track specific events in real time on a regular basis.

Basic Twitter Specifications

•	  Messages can be up to 140 characters long including spaces, (to accommodate cell-
phone text sizes) use up to 120 characters leaving some space

•	 Shortened links are added to all Twitter posts. Please leave 20 character spaces open 
for the link to be added.

•	  Messages should compel people to learn more about our information. Twitter posting 
can use non-aggressive advertising. 

•	  A tweet is like an electronic ‘heads up’ or shout across a crowded room. We want to 
engage but we have precious little time and a lot of other noise to compete with. 
Here’s a good example. (Article: Grass Mowing Patterns, Post: Walker Mowers really 
are a cut above the competition. Check out the grass patterns it can make inside. 102 
characters with spaces, 38 spaces left for link/editing) 


